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I - Read the following text then do the tasks below:  

                                                                (10 marks) 

The European coffee houses of the early 1650s were 

mainly for businessmen, writers, politicians and 

scientists. like today's websites, coffee houses were 

exciting places. Coffee itself was grown in Ethiopia, 

where people chewed the beans. From there, it spread 

to Arab countries, where it soon became very popular 

as a drink. People liked it because it had an interesting 

taste and gave them more energy when they felt 

sleepy. The first coffee house in London was opened 

in 1652 by Pasqua Rosee, who was from Smyrna, in 

Turkey. coffee was immediate success and large 

numbers of coffee houses opened. they became the 

centre of social life in London.  

London coffee houses were very pleasant places, with 

their bookshelves, mirrors. pictures on the walls and 

good furniture. They were calm places where people 

talked politely to each other. 

Answer the following questions:  
 

1. What kind of people went to coffee houses at first?   

2. Why did people enjoy drinking coffee? 

3.  In what way were London's coffee houses very 

pleasant places? 

Find words in the passage which mean the following: 
 

4.  Break up food in your mouth. 

5. Liked by many people.  

Rewrite the following sentences to correct the 

information about the text: 
 

6. People in Arab countries liked coffee because it 

helped them to sleep.  

II - Read the following text then do the tasks below:                                                    

                                                                   (10 marks) 

           Earth's atmosphere is the layer of gases that 

surrounds the planet .It's a thin layer on Earth's 

surface. Earth 's atmosphere makes conditions on 

Earth suitable for living things. The atmosphere 

contains Oxygen and other gases that living things 

need to live . In turn , living things with atoms and 

molecules of gases move around the globe .   

Choose the correct answer a, b or c:  

7. Earth's atmosphere makes conditions on Earth ………  

       for living things .  

a – worse         b – better           c – both a and b 

8. living things need ……….. to live . 

a – oxygen only           b – other gases     

c – both a and b 

Match the underlined words from the text to the 

definitions below: 

9. the world. 

10. the smallest unit in which a substance can be divided.  

Complete the following sentences with information 

from the text:  

11. Earth is surrounded by  …………………….. 

III - Complete the following by filing in the gaps:                    

                                                                      (4 marks) 

Today, tea is ……12.….. most popular drink in the 

world. It's drunk by more people than either coffee 

……13.…..  cocoa. 

IV - Choose the Correct words:               (3 marks) 

14.   The meal was absolutely (good – perfect) – 

Thank you. 

15. All the students in my class (get through - get on) 

very well   

16. If you have a problem at school,(speak - discuss ) 

it with a teacher 

V - Complete the following sentences by using 

clauses:                                                (4 marks) 

17. I was having my lunch when 

........................................ 

18. I'd be happy if  ……………............................ 

VI - Complete The following by writing suitable 

questions:                                            (6 marks) 

19. A:................................................................? 

       B: The cultivation of  tea plants began in China  over  

             two thousand years ago.   

20. A:................................................................? 

       B: Chinese people particularly enjoy drinking tea  

            after meals. 

VII - Correct the verbs :                           (4 marks) 

21. After Ali had passed his driving test, his father 

(lend) him his car.  

22. They made the film with three cameras.                          

                                                            (make passive)   

VIII - Translate into Arabic:                    (2 marks) 

23. Earth's atmosphere protects living things from  

       the sun's dangerous radiation . 

Translate into English:                              (2 marks) 

               .األسرة ما تزال هامة للنجتنع الشوري .24

IX - Composition :                                    (15 marks) 

Write about the problem of climate change and 

suggest two or three ways in which ordinary people 

can reduce the amount of energy they use. 

END OF EXAM 
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